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ABSTRACT 

Critical thinking (CT) is one of the essential twenty-first-century competencies that need to be empowered. 

The development of students‟ critical thinking (CT) can be assessed using the Illinois Critical Thinking Essay 

Test (ICTE Test). However, due to the constant use of multiple evaluation items at one time, Indonesian 

teachers consider ICTE Test less applicable. Therefore, by adding some modifications to the ICTE Test, a 

more practical rubric for assessing students‟ critical thinking, namely critical thinking embedded essay test 

(CTEETest), was developed. The difference between the ICTE and CTEE Tests results was also investigated 

in this study. The participants of this study consisted of 300 students who were enrolled in the natural science 

program at senior high schools in Malang, Indonesia. A 5-item essay test was administered to the students. 

Their answers were assessed using both the ICTE Test and CTEE Test rubrics. The results of the paired 

sample t-test showed that there was no significant difference between the ICTE Test and CTEE Test rubrics 

in evaluating the participants' critical thinking. Therefore, the use of the CTEE Test rubric is highly 

recommended. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

People from the current era need to acquire various 

competencies to compete with others in the real world [1]. 

In regards to this matter, every individual needs to think 

critically towards every opportunity that comes their way 

[2]. Flexibility allows people to be competent in facing a 

world which keeps changing into an unpredictable 

direction [3]. As an educational institution, schools are 

responsible for producing graduates who are equipped 

with 21
st
 century competencies [4]–[6], including critical 

thinking [5], [7]. 

Critical thinking (CT)is the ability to think clearly and 

rationally about what needs to be done [8]. John Dewey 

defines critical thinking as active, persistent, and thorough 

consideration of a belief or knowledge that is accepted as 

what it is and viewed from the standpoint of reasons that 

support it and the conclusions that follow as a 

tendency[9].Besides, Dr. Richard Paul from the 

Foundation for Critical Thinking describes critical 

thinking as an art of analyzing and evaluating thinking 

with a developing perspective. To think critically is to be 

independent and discipline in monitoring self and 

correcting one‟s mind. Critical thinking, to a certain 

extent, consists of logical and reflective thinking skills that 

focus on deciding what to do or what to believe [10]. 

Schools are expected to be able to produce critical thinkers 

[11]who are ready to face a new era of globalization [12].

Individuals with critical thinking will be able to evaluate,

analyze, and interpret information [13]. These individuals

are capable of dealing with various challenges and

problems [14]as well as adjusting themselves into diverse

situations [3]. They can handle not only simple but also

complex or unusual problems[15]. Critical thinkers can

make a constructive decision when faced with everyday 

conflicts and provide arguments which are organized in 

such a way to support their decision [16]. Given such 

benefits of critical thinking in life, CT is thus considered 

as a key to interdisciplinary problem-solving [15]. 

In attempting to empower students‟ critical thinking, the 

development of an appropriate assessment tool is 

indispensable. A wide array of critical thinking tests have 

been developed. Unfortunately, the majority of the tests 

are formulated as multiple-choice tests, while according to 

Ennis, multiple-choice tests are less reliable than open-

ended tests in measuring students‟ critical thinking  [17]. 

Tests containing open-ended questions are also more 

comprehensive [18]. Besides the tests, methods used to 

assess students‟ critical thinking should also be able to 

determine the students‟ thinking processes [19].  

Tests that consist of multiple-choice questions or short-

answer questions are thought to be less effective in 

assessing students‟ thinking processes because the answers 

are already provided by the tests‟ makers [20]. As a result, 

the test takers are not allowed to provide their alternative 

answers [21], [22]. Furthermore, short-answer tests are 

generally managed to save time and cost; therefore, the 

relevance and the objective of the tests are sometimes not 

in line with the learning purpose. Also, these types of tests 

cannot be used to evaluate individuals‟ 21
st
 century skills 

[23], [24].  

Illinois Critical Thinking Essay Test (ICTE Test) is 

designed by Finken and Ennis to assess critical thinking 

[25]. This test contains open-ended questions which are 

considered quite useful in measuring critical thinking, yet 

less practical when used as an evaluation tool of every 

subject matter in schools, such as Biology. Since 

biological science includes many complex concepts, a 

Biology essay test in Indonesia is comprised of more than 
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one questions, reducing the applicability of the ICTE Test. 

Therefore, by adding some modifications to the ICTE 

Test, a more practical rubric for assessing critical thinking 

was developed in this study. The modified ICTE test 

rubric, namely Critical Thinking Embedded Essay Test 

(CTEE Test), was tested to ensure its validity. The result 

of the validity test would provide a solid foundation for 

product use. Besides, the difference between the ICTE 

Test and CTEE Test rubrics in assessing critical thinking 

was also investigated. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Participants of the Study 

This study involved 300 students who were enrolled in the 

natural science program at senior high schools in Malang, 

Indonesia. 

2.2. Instruments for Data Collection 

The data on the students‟ critical thinking was collected 

using a test containing five essay questions. The test was 

developed in such a way so that the students were allowed 

to freely express themselves, allowing them to provide 

more various and argumentative answers supported by 

relevant evidence. The students‟ answers were evaluated 

using two critical thinking rubrics: 1) Illinois Critical 

Thinking Essay Test (ICTE Test) rubric; and 2) modified 

ICTE Test rubric, that is Critical Thinking Embedded 

Essay Test (CTEE Test)rubric. 

2.3. Data Analysis 

Data analysis was performed using paired sample t-test to 

investigate the difference between the ICTE Test (IGAP-

LIKE Scoring Sheet) and CTEE Test rubrics in assessing 

critical thinking. Before conducting the analysis, 

prerequisite tests (i.e., normality and homogeneity tests) 

were run. The normality and homogeneity tests were 

performed using Z-test from Skewness and Kurtosis and 

Levene‟s test, respectively 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSTION

The students‟ average critical thinking scores assessed 

using the ICTE Test and CTEE Test rubrics were 

presented in Table 1. Based on the table, it was found that 

there was a slight difference between the students‟ average 

critical thinking score assessed using the ICTE Test rubric 

and that assessed using the CTEE Test rubric. Also, the 

standard deviations of both groups showed no significant 

difference. 

Table 1. Average Scores and Standard Deviations 

Measured Using the ICTE Test and CTEE Test Rubrics 

Instrument Mean Standard Deviation 

ICTE 60.04 20.504 

CTEET 60.27 21.388 

The results of the normality and homogeneity tests 

performed were summarized in Table 2 and 3, 

respectively. The results of the Z-test were presented in 

Table 2. Skewness and Kurtosis values were 0.217 and 

1.757, respectively. Since this study involved a medium-

sized sample and the Z-values from Skewness and 

Kurtosis< 3.29 [26], the critical thinking scores collected 

in this study were considered to be distributed normally. 

The result of the homogeneity test showed a significance 

value of >0.05. Therefore, the CT scores obtained from the 

ICTE Test and CTEE Testrubrics were homogeneous. 

Table 2. The Result of the Normality Test 

Measure Value Standard Error Z-test

Skewness 0.031 0.140 0.217 

Kurtosis 0.493 0.280 1.757 

Table 3. The Result of the Homogeneity Test 

F Sig. 

0.025 0.874 

T-test was run after ensuring the normality and

homogeneity of the data. The result of the paired sample t-

test was summarized in Table 4. Table 4 showed that there

was no significant difference between the students‟

average critical thinking score assessed using the ICTE

Test rubric and that assessed using the CTEE Test rubric

([t(598) = 0.131, p = 0.896]. Therefore, it can be said that

the ICTE Test and CTEE Test rubric produced similar

scores when used to assess critical thinking (CT).

Table 4.The Result of the Paired Sample T-test 

t df 
Sig. (2-

tailed) 

Mean 

Difference 

Std. Error 

Difference 

0.131 598 0.896 0.223 1.711 

Critical thinking is one of the key 21
st
 century 

competencies [4], [27]–[31]. Students need to develop this 

competency to solve distinctive problems in life [15]. 

Critical thinking is a capital required more than ever by 

someone to thrive in this information age[3]. Not 

surprisingly, the empowerment of critical thinking is 

considered as an essential element of education today [32]. 

To help teachers evaluate their students‟ critical thinking, 

an appropriate assessment tool should be developed.   

Illinois Critical Thinking Essay Test (ICTE Test) is one of 

the most common critical thinking evaluation tools used in 

Indonesia. This test was developed by Finken & Ennis 

[25]. The test rubric contains detailed information about 
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how to manage and measure students‟ ability in providing 

critical written or oral arguments. Six critical thinking 

components can be assessed using the rubric, including 1) 

focus, 2) supporting reasons, 3) reasoning, 4) organization, 

5) conventions,and 6) integration (FRISCO).

The ICTE Test rubric is very effective in evaluating

critical thinking. Even, the majority of research on critical

thinking conducted in Indonesia used this assessment tool

as the instrument to collect the data, for example, research

carried out in Karanganyar [33]and Lombok Tengah [34].

However, when examined further, the rubric seems to be

less practical when applied for every subject matter in

schools. Tests designed by the Indonesian teachers or

practitioners mostly contain more than one essay

questions, while the ICTE Test rubric is mainly designed

to evaluate a single essay or interview question only.

In this study, a more effective rubric was developed by 

adding some modifications into the original ICTE Test 

rubric and testing the validity of the newly modified 

version. The modifications included adding the score 

range (from 1-6 to 0-5) and reducing the indicators (from 

six indicators to five indicators) of the original rubric. As a 

result, indicators “supporting reasons” and “reasoning” 

will not be found in the new version since they have been 

merged into one aspect.  The descriptors presented in the 

newly modified version of the rubric have included the six 

primary components of critical thinking suggested by 

Ennis [25], that consist of focus, reason, inference, 

situation, clarity, and overview (FRISCO). The results of 

the modifications of the ICTE Test rubric can be seen in 

Table 5.  
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Table 5. CTEE Test Rubric, Modified version of the ICTE Test rubric by Finken and Ennis [25] 

Score/Point Descriptor 

5  Covers correct, clear, and specific concepts

 Provides accurate, clear, and precise answers, and

supports them by strong, right, and clear arguments

 Shows a smooth flow of thinking, all of the

concepts are interrelated and integrated

 Uses correct and appropriate language and

grammar

 Presents perceptible aspects and provides fair and

accurate evidence

4  Most of the concepts covered are exact, clear, and

specific

 The descriptions of the answers are mostly correct

and clear, but less specific

 Shows a smooth flow of thinking, most of the

concepts are interrelated and integrated

 The majority of sentences are error-free, makes

only occasional errors

 All of the aspects are perceptible, but the evidence

is not yet fair and accurate

3  Some of the concepts covered are correct, clear,

and specific

 Some of the descriptions of the answers are correct,

but supporting arguments are sometimes irrelevant

 The flow of thinking is quite smooth, only small

parts of the concepts are interrelated and integrated

 Uses appropriate grammar, but errors in spelling

predominate

 Most of the aspects are perceptible

2  Covers unclear, sometimes exaggerated or

confusing concepts

 Provides irrelevant arguments to support answers

 Shows the poor flow of thinking, unrelated

concepts

 Uses incomplete sentences

 Only small parts of aspects are correct

1  Covers incorrect or insufficient concepts

 Provides false arguments

 Shows inferior flow of thinking

 Cannot write proper sentences

 All of the elements are imperceptible

0 No answer or incorrect answer 

ICTE Test rubric scores range from 1 to 6. In the range 

between 1-3, critical thinking is categorized “less apparent 

or less developed”, while scores ranged between 4-6 

indicate “well developed” critical thinking. CTEE Test 

rubric, on the other hand, uses scores ranged between 0-5 

instead of 1-6. Since score 2 and score 3 in the ICTE Test 

rubric seemingly measure the same level of critical 

thinking, they are merged into one score range in the 

CTEE Test rubric. Besides, score 0 for no answer or 

incorrect answer has been added to the ICTE Test rubric. 

This scoring range (0-5) has been adjusted to the common 

assessment standard used in Indonesia.  

The result of the t-test showed no significant difference 

between the ICTE Test and CTEE Test rubrics in assessing 

critical thinking. This finding suggests that the CTEE Test 

rubric can be used as an alternative tool to assess students‟ 

critical thinking in Biology in Indonesia. Besides, essay 

questions formulated in the CTEE Test rubric also cover 

high-cognitive ability questions which, according to 

Bloom Taxonomy consist of analyzing (C4), evaluating 

(C5), and creating (C6). Questions with cognitive levels 

C4-C6 will encourage students to process provided 

information before making a decision [35], [36]. Unlike 

the low-cognitive ability questions, questions that require 

students to think at higher cognitive levels will encourage 

them to provide logical arguments to support answers or 

solve problems [19]. The arguments provided by the 
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students are used as a basis for assessing their critical 

thinking level in the CTEE Test rubric.  

Critical thinking, along with creative thinking and 

metacognitive skills, is categorized into higher-order 

thinking skills [37], [38]. Therefore, tests used to assess 

critical thinking should include high-cognitive ability 

questions and open-ended questions that can discuss 

authentic problems in real life [19] and encourage 

solutions from multiple perspectives. By always promoting 

the ability of Indonesian teachers to construct high-

cognitive tests, schools can improve the quality of their 

poor low-cognitive assessment which is still prevalent in 

some areas of this country [39], [40]. In addition to 

increasing the quality of the assessment tool, the students 

can also be accustomed to thinking critically [41]. 

Despite the challenges faced by the teachers, it is expected 

that the CTEE Test rubric developed in this study can be 

used as one of the alternatives to measure students‟ critical 

thinking. This rubric has been tried out in many studies 

reported in theses and dissertations from Universitas 

Negeri Malang and the results of the tryout tests have also 

been published in national and international accredited 

journals. The practicality of the CTEE Test rubric has been 

confirmed. It was found that the rubric was able to 

accommodate the assessment of FRISCO critical thinking 

indicators (focus, reason, inference, situation, clarity, and 

overview). Other researchers from different institutions 

have also put an interest in the implementation of this 

rubric due to its high practicality value, for example, 

researchers from Universitas Muhammadiyah Malang 

whose studies involved either university students[42]or 

junior high school students[43].  

4. CONCLUSION

The results of this study showed that there was no 

significant difference between the Illinois Critical 

Thinking Essay Test (ICTE Test) and Critical Thinking 

Embedded Essay Test (CTEETest) rubrics in assessing 

critical thinking. Therefore, the CTEE Test rubric can be 

implemented by biology teachers as an effective and 

efficient tool to measure students‟ critical thinking in 

biology. The effectiveness of the CTEETest rubric in 

assessing students‟ critical thinking in other subjects 

should be investigated in the future. 
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